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The ―Collective‖ in the 

STAR TREK science fic-

tion television series is a 

large group of aliens, bil-

lions of cyborg automatons 

that invade space and con-

quer planets through the 

galaxy. These fictional 

characters of the Star Trek 

franchise, called Borg, are 

the powerful enemy of 

humans and all intelligent 

life forms in the Alpha 

quadrant, the section of the 

galaxy where humans cur-

rently reside. The Borg 

travel throughout the vast 

sectors of space in their 

cubed spaceships assimilat-

ing (changing) other life 

forms, turning them into 

Borg drones to increase 

their ranks. In many epi-

sodes in the series, the 

Borg would typically start 

their space battles and as-

similation process by ap-

proaching the unfortunate 

human or alien spacecraft, 

even entire planets and 

announcing….in an almost 

sinister and robotic 

voice….  

―We are the Borg. You will 

be assimilated. We will add 

your biological and techno-

logical distinctiveness to 

our own. Your culture will 

adapt to service us. Re-

sistance is futile.‖  

Borg victims were then 

physically changed against 

their will, and were con-

scripted into a Borg hive, 

Hubs of the Collective that 

mentally connect the bil-

lions of other Borg drones 

together and allowed them 

to have the same purpose, 

be on the same technologi-

cal level, have the same 

strengths and weaknesses 

and truly be one race with 

one purpose,…. which as 

the story goes, was to 

achieve perfection.  

Looking at a more realistic 

story, but just as fascinat-

ing, on this Earth, there are 

currently 6 billion or so 

humans living when this  

magazine started (2014). In 

almost every nation, in 

almost every community, 

in every major city on this 

planet, you will find 

―Aboriginals‖ or black 

people who arguably make 

up the majority of that 6 

billion, approximately two 

thirds of it.  These people 

are, according to science , 

the original descendants of 

those who began human 

life on the planet. Through 

various gene mutations,  all 

other races come from 

them. They are the true 

―Earthlings,‖ ―Hue‖-mans, 

or sometimes offensively 

suggested, ―Mud people‖ 

people of the planet. 

Through an in depth look at 

scripture, science, history 

and reality, one can see 

these particular people face 

an unusual problem that is 

similar to the fictional Borg 

race. They too are striving 

for  perfection. Bean Soup 

Science is a tool to help  

them guide through this 

journey. (Cont. On  p.41) 
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Here’s something I bet you didn't know. In order for our people to rise, we should NOT be looking for a 

Savior, a prophet or a Christ to lead us? Check your  Bible and Quran again. Instead, we should be PRE-

PARING ourselves for a Christ figure to lead us.  What’s the difference? It 

says the he would come like a thief in night,…...that means unexpected, unan-

nounced.  So what are you looking  up in the sky for when there’s work to be 

done here on Earth?   What does the Quran say of Christ? Look at Verse 3:55. 

Thus, a follower of Christ doesn't mean to simply wait for him to show up. 

Being ready for the  Christ doesn't mean just being bap- tized or performing 

the Shadada while continuing to raising hell on the planet as a Terrorist, 

Gangsta or Negro (mentally dead, deaf, dumb & blind). Instead, you are called to change.  No one is per-

fect. But everyone should strive for perfection in their lives. We are suppose to build a world and establish 

ourselves in a lifestyle conducive to a kingdom of THE God.  This means from a resurrection perspective,  

humanity should concentrate on four basic things to prepare.  Behavior, based on Ma’at & (in tune with a 

healthy ―guilty conscious‖) within us. The second is speech. Love, peace, friendship, and positive affirma-

tions can be transferred best by verbal communication, where as a simple dirty look can usually begin a fist 

fight anywhere in the world. Third, appearance, both Bible and Quran go into the importance of this, partic-

ularly for the woman. The new reality will ultimately come from them and the children they teach, not nec-

essarily from man. Finally,  Knowledge. We are destroyed by the lack of it. A ―science renaissance ― must 

be the first phase before the awakening (resurrection of humanity). All of these four aspects are navigated in 

our minds by a two simple rules…. Belief in the One God and treat others as you want them to treat you.  

Don’t let anyone tell you , that you need to give this amount of money, you need to be like these people, 

you need to be a Christian, a Jew, a Muslim, etc., to be a better person.  Let these two simple rules guide 

and keep you  in sync with your  change of behavior, speech, appearance, and knowledge. 

  

  

  

  

  

The Hijab  

( Pronounced  Ha – 

job),  

 

  

Apart of our resurrection concerns the need 

for the women (and men) to become 

―modest‖ again.  This is an old school con-

cept that has dwindled away from the mass-

es due to an assimilation process, particular-

ly in America. Armani, Sara Blakely, Calvin 

Klein, and other fashion designers  have 

dictated our fashions and the leaning to-

wards piety  is rare in their world. 

Who sets the trends to determine ― what’s 

in?‖ Once the standard is set, we accept it. 

Miniskirts, no white after labor day, orange 

being the new black? Our resurrection pro-

cess begins here as well and demands that 

we take charge of  whatever styles that are 

currently happening in fashion trends. Like 

the wimple seen on Nuns, Hijabs are sym-

bols of morality and uprightness.  They non-

verbally give the signal in the community to 

respect and honor the woman that wears 

them. Try imagining Mary, the mother of 

Jesus without one!  Now you know! 
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Resurrection Corner 

Now you know…. 

“Believe in the One God and 

treat others as you want them to 

treat you.” 

B E A N S OU P S CI E NCE  

Why they 

wrapped up 

in sheets?  

Ain’t they 

hot? 
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European, African, Asian, Hispanic 
children, etc., the World future 2011 
Conference in Vancouver introduced 
a series of Eight Challenges. This 
competition brings about higher level 
technology for humanity as well as to 
make someone a fortune and fa-
mous.  Hopefully, ideas will come 
from the community college  classes 
found in ―da hood,‖ anywhere USA.   

Challenge #1, build a probe that 
makes it to the center of the earth 
with systems to send real time senso-
ry data back.  

Challenge #2, create technology 
showing (in actual size) unrecorded 
events that happened 20 years in the 
past. Not exactly time travel, but time 
viewing.  

Challenge # 3, create technology that 
reduces solid material (A brick) into 
particles molecule size, within se-
conds, using no more than 500 watts 
of power, without damaging machine, 
people or objects in close proximity.  

Ever been to a family reunion or some 
gathering and thought you were a sit-
ting in a ―Sit down??‖ (Mafia meeting). 
Making money is easy when you want 
to make it to help others and not just 
for yourself. The universe seems to 
want to help you be successful. But 
occasionally, I hear people speak of 
so many ways to get money in their 
pockets and those same ways land 
them in jail in the process. It is as if a 
entire race of people received their 
business training from watching 
shows like Breaking bad, Boardwalk 
Empire  and Sopranos. Also, if win-
ning the lotto is your financial strategy 
for a comfortable retirement nest egg, 
I truly feel sorry for whatever family 
you are trying to support. 

Looking outside the rat race,  money 
can be made. It starts with proper ed-
ucation and then an idea. So, here are 

some ways, (1,001) to get the life you 
deserve and keep it, while helping 
your fellow man in the process.  

1,001 ——  Create a break through in 
computer technology. 

1,000 —- Create break a through in 
communication technology. 

999 —- Create break a through in 
transportation technology. 

998 — Create break a through in en-
ergy technology 

997— Create a break through in se-
curity technology. 

996 —-Create a break through in ed-
ucation technology. 

995 — Become a Neuroscientist. 

994 — Become a Doctor (Medical) 

993 —- Become an Astronaut 

992 — Create your own Magazine! 
( hopefully)   More in the next issue! 
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Looking over the fence...What are they doing?  

1,001 ways  

Challenge #4, with a object two thou-
sand lbs. or more,  show total gravita-
tional control by increasing the weight 
of said object to 4 thousand lbs. and 
reducing it to 1,000 lbs. Finally, creat-
ing a negative gravity effect by lifting 
the same object within the air 1,000 
feet and returning it without damage.  

Challenge #5, Produce an electron –
based storage system no larger than 
10 millimeters cubed and create it for 
less than $1 per 100 terabytes. The 
device should upload, store, & retrieve 
info equal to the US library of Con-
gress and do so in less than 10 
minutes using 1 watt per TB/month or 
less.  

 Challenge #6, My favorite, invent 
technology that can travel the speed of 
light with proper sensors to relay sci-
entific data and details.  

Challenge #7, Swarm bot technology. 
A swarm of half inch synchronized me-
chanical devices capable of lifting a 
person into the air and returning them 
safely will truly be a marvel in robotics. 

Finally, Challenge #8, create a di-
rect mind-to-computer interface 
that will allow 25 individuals to an-
swer groups of questions within 
seconds and have no harmful ef-
fects to the users. To find infor-
mation in a library would take 
hours, On the internet, a couple of 
minutes. With this connection, any-
where, anytime in seconds.  

There are rules for teams, prizes, 
entrance fees and the governing 
bodies for this competition.   

Keep in mind, these are real chal-
lenges and are currently being  
worked on by Japanese, Europe-
an, French and other  scientists of 
different races.. except Africans?  
Shame. Come off the field and get 
back in school! 

For more information, contact-
dr2tom@davinciinstitue.com or go 
to www.ImpactLab.com 

 Source: The Futurist  Jan/Feb 2012. 

Article by Thomas Frey 

The next gift to your child can 
determine the future of the entire 

 Collective! 

No more sport and 
play….BUILD! 
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Gallery: “THE SYSTEM”A Conscious Collage  by Marcus Branch 

“ The idea that the masses, the majority of the population has been and is being deceived, 
tricked, fooled, bamboozled, hoodwinked by a few is not a new concept. “ 
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Although many would like believe it is the stuff of conspiracy theorists, the obvious reality of 
a “curtain hiding a cabal” is present. Whether a host of Masonic secret societies, Skull & 
Bones, Golden Dawn, Illuminati, even Reptilian Aliens in Human drag, the existence, extent 
and make -up of the SYSTEM can always be debated, because it can’t pointed out  specifically.  
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QU AR TE RLY 

However, its purpose is clear. The SYSTEM must maintain control. And it is these controls are visible 
and real.. 
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For thousands of years, in order to establish and control a society or civiliza-
tion, mankind has followed and lived in some sort of pyramid hierarchy that 
controls the many by a few.  
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To be continued…. 
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Haunted by the stereotypes that have been accepted and incorporate in belief and culture, some 
just many unjust, they actively search for the way to return to that destiny while challenging those 

people to change and resist that SYSTEM.     To be continued…. 
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Think about all the possible chances in history for  
the Original man to unify behind a common pur-
pose or goal.  Matter of fact, don’t think of just 
Original people but any group. Ask the ques-
tion…. What did people accomplish in history 
when unity was priority one in their cultural and 
social norm? Countless have charged into battle 
ending their lives bravely,  yelling …. ―for the 
good of the country,‖ ―long live the king,‖ or even 
God is Great (Allah U Akbar).  Let me get to the 
point.  When a people have decided to cherish a 
concept such as a geographic land mass 
(country), have a concept or relationship per-
ceived relationship with a divinity (religion), even  
similar cultural characteristic, tongue, clan, color, 
etc.  They can accomplish what they will.  

Once a bond is set in the mind of individuals, 
great things can by accomplished. Unity is a 
crucial and vital  concept to help a large group 
of people move to a common goal.  This strug-
gle has attempted to  create many goals as well 
as unity.  They range from  a concept of the 
United States of Africa, a back-to-Africa move-
ment, a new economic ―Middle Passage‖ with 
dual citizenship for Africans and African Ameri-
cans. And a Reparations agenda. Some people 
simply want to  be accepted or  assimilated into 
the population with equal rights, civil rights & 
human rights. Some have even suggested to 
ignore the ―7053 reality factor‖ (p.33) totally, and 
desire to accept & live like second class citi-
zens. There are even some today that still be-
lieve they are cursed by God because of their 
black skin and will never be anything, they 
should not fit into civilized society. Some sug-
gest keep loving their neighbor no matter how 
they are treated, while others suggest race 
wars.  ―Yikes.‖ Unity is no where in sight. for the 
Original People. With all the alternatives within 
this ―struggle‖ this revolution reviewed, there 
has to be generic, basic concepts that can be 
considered foundations of unity for the Original 
people. Consider the Collective’s goals and pur-
pose:    

To (Mentally) resurrected the Original People 

of the planet.  

This doesn't mean making him apart of this ex-
isting civilization (which will pass) but becoming 
a new creature capable of ushering in THE new 
civilization spoken of in scripture.  At the same 
time this will not exclude other races. The idea 
is to lead by example and show this world, that 
clearly denounces you, that another one can be 
built by you.  

To promote and assist in the creation of  

United States of Africa. 

This grand experiment we live in today has 
taught us what to do in a society and what NOT 
to do. A civilized people build civilization of our 
own neighborhoods, criminal Justice systems, 
Wall street, Universities, etc. ready to share, 
support, guide and lead the rest of the world. 
We have the doctors, engineers, scientists, se-
curity experts, teachers,  every field to start now! 
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But this can go deeper, with a na-
tion, land to call our own under our 
feet, a space program is possible. 
Why a space program? A brief 
study in astronomy will tell you that 
the God has much larger plans for 
the total of humanity. Hundreds of 
Earth-like planets (exoplanets) are 
now being discovered. Near by As-
teroids that can yield more raw ore 
than half of what has been mine 
throughout human history, have 
been detected. This God has made 
it clear that man is to seek him out, 
in the stars. We were born to leave 
this planet and spread across the 
cosmos. The question is, not how 
do we get there but when.   

To awaken any possible psychic 

abilities in humanity. 

―Be ye gods, children of the most 
High God.‖ With ―trans humanist‖ 
concept in mind, and the current 
available technology of this world, 
man can become something great-
er than he is. Psychic abilities, like 
God himself, has been ignore or 
not taken seriously by the science 
world.   But there never was a time 
in history that the Original people 
did not believe in the God or their 
connection (Third Eye) to him. 
Thus, if this ability happens to be 
more prominent in one group of in-
dividuals than another,  I could see 
an opposing group suggesting 
those abilities were not real, untrue, 
demonic,….just to keep you from 
developing them.  We promote the 
scientific inquiry of such talents 
within the Collective.  

To learn of the God through his 
creation by venturing through 

the cosmos (interstellar travel). 

Although our purpose and goals 
are directly effecting the Original   

people and indirectly the rest of humanity, the Collective is 
meant to be all inclusive and generic, White, black, young old, 
rich and poor. We know not all of the Original people will ac-
cept these goals. The exclusion of atheists for example, is co-
incidental. Keep in mind, one does not have to be ―religious‖ 
But,  at the core of the Collective is what I like to call a ―V’ger 
imperative‖ and that is to ―collect all data and seek the Crea-
tor.‖  

Indeed, one can clearly point to the majority of humanity’s 
problems emanating from religion or lack of proper religious 
dogma. But it is the Collective’s belief that no one knows the 
GOD and no one will unless he reveals himself to them 
(metaphysically) or until humanity has ventured through his 
creation, studying and seeking, possibly outside our own gal-
axy, thousands of years from today and millions of light years 
away. We make the assumption that all this real estate ( the 
universe) has a purpose. So, to all the so called ―leaders‖ and 
those down with the struggle, I humbly ask you to consider 
these goals. Construct your organization mission statements , 
your own personal goals around them; if not just for the sake 
of UNITY. The wisdom and teachings of those like Dr. MLK, 
Marcus Garvey, Elijah Muhammad,  Gandhi, Jesus, must con-
tinue through our leaders today. Not one of these men would 
have been able to push their ideas without a unified group  
behind them. The article by John Gauss, May/June 1990 Is-
sue of CIVIL WAR TIMES Freedom ILLUSTRATED, entitled 
―Give the blacks Texas,‖ showing we had a chance for true 
reparations  to be given Bill 45, - ― indented to set apart a por-
tion of the state of Texas for the use of persons of African de-
scent.‖ And that was by last realistic opportunity. Get over it. 
There’s plenty of land, this planet and others are waiting for us 
now. But first, Rise, connect, build and then to the stars.  



If your music ….. 

 

Talks negative 
about women or 

in a  

degrading  

manner 

Favors ignorance 
over intelligence 

 

Favors Violence 
over Peace 

 

Uses the N-word 
to describe your 

own people 

 

Suggests illegal 
means to make 
money to our 

youth (Gangsta) 
 

…. Please, give it 

back to hell, where 

it came from.  

Thank you 

Wake up! 
Now!  

 

Subscribe to 

Bean 

Soup 

Science 
the premier illustrated 

resurrection  process & 

application source for 

the conscious commu-

nity 

_________________ 

Get a one year sub-

scription, (Quarterly) 

plus all special issues 

for only: 

$40.00 
Only 

$20.00 
Send your Name, Ad-

dress, City, State &  Zip to:  

maatmind@ gmail.com 

All Checks and money 
orders must be payable 

within the U.S. 
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Satisfaction that problem is 
solved or dissatisfaction 

resulting in repeat of cycle. 

Initial Disturbance (pressure from 
inside and outside, crisis) 
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Change by Rationale approach 

Diagnosis of need  

as a problem. 
Search for solutions 

Application of a possible 

 solution to the need. 

Feeling of need and decision to 
do ―something‖ about the need. 

“Your mama is so fat,  when she walks in front of the 

TV , I miss three episodes.”   Funny or cruel?  The History of 

―Snaps‖ in our next issue of Bean soup Science.  



 

As a conscious person, I have to represent my self as 

one connected to a Divine Supreme Being.  Also, I 

must see myself as a scientist,  first and foremost, be-

fore seeing myself as a Christian, a gangster, a player, 

Jew, Muslim, American, Swedish, military, family, 

Texan, etc.   

Why? The Collective has studied the problems  of  the 

Original People on the planet.  Currently, these people 

are stuck  (or being held) intellectually and education-

ally on levels we can they can no longer afford. We, 

the Collective,  must change them, right now, today. 

Allegiance to a religion of this world, a nation, a doc-

trine or philosophy can be accepted only if it is condu-

cive to the Collective’s  goals, which is ultimately to 

make humanity better and to prepare them to venture 

to the stars.  We have a long way to go.  Although we 

have the knowledge to grow and evolved into the cos-

mos-creatures we were intended to be, we have not 

applied the knowledge because we exist in a world 

that systematically separates groups of people from 

that wisdom. This world does this because it attempts 

to dictate behavior to suit it’s needs. Thus, a process 

must be created to identify, expose, and defeat those 

forces that continually push those to be other than 

your true self.  That process is called ―Core 

Novus.‖ (New Core). 

Let me a Facebook (Pat Hardiesty) ….< Hood rats 

have multiplied. , They I am sorry to say, are content 

with having nothing if they have to work for it.  We 

HAVE gone backward.  Go and spend a day in school 

Listen to their conversations, the language, the mode 

of dress. It is beyond belief.  And please do not blame 

the teachers. I don't even know if you can blame the 

parents, maybe grandparents, (kid is 15, mom is 30, 

grandma 45, too many wage slaves in this economy). I 

don't know but we ARE killing ourselves, and the im-

migrant children who settled near them want to be 

―American,‖ and so they quickly adopt these behav-

iors.  They settle in the neighborhoods of poverty as 

refugees.  Their parents cannot get their heads around 

that one. You become their worst enemy if you try to 

redirect them. After they waste time going to schools 

where they have not taken the responsibility for them-

selves ( It does start with self), then when they are  
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       Commentary on the Conscious level Post from Pat Hardiesty 

B E A N S OU P S CI E NCE  

pushed out and realize, ― Oh damn, I have to take 

care of myself for real?‖ THEN, the hateration 

begins in earnest. That’s when bank robbing, 

mugging, car jacking, (they were already 

fighting-daily) begins. It’s huge in this country 

now and it’s wide spread and has many junc-

tures. Go on YouTube and search school fights. 

They absolutely LOVE it.  A brand new kiddie 

jail was built right in the middle of the city. Even 

that doesn't deter this ratchet behavior. Grown 

folks will go to a fight after schools let out (Why 

are they not at a job at that time?) and egg the 

kids on or join in. I could go on forever, so I’ll 

shut up now because, it is what it is. I’m retiring 

in June. > 

Thanks Pat for your comments. Help is on the 

way. Ideally, this world needs us. It needs us to 

become the best people we can be. Many would  

suggest that life is about partying, family, church, 

happiness, love and all of this may be true to 

some extent.  But what we can no longer afford 

that luxury of NOT changing for the better.   

What needs to change?  Our core beliefs of right 

and wrong, and our ability to strive for  being 

right in action, thought and behavior.  
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to know the difference. Liv-

ing one day at a time, enjoy-

ing one moment at a time, 

accepting hardship as a 

pathway to peace, taking as 

Jesus did, this sinful world 

at it is, not as I would have 

Prayer for Serenity: 

 

God, grant me serenity to 

accept the things I cannot 

change, courage to change 

the things I can & wisdom 

it, trusting that you will 

make all things right if I 

surrender to your will, so 

that I may be reasonably 

happy in this life and su-

premely happy with you 

forever in the next. Amen! 
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Wise up: Facebook facts & fiction (emails, questions & debates from you). 

Anonymous asks: How can one 

claim to be a revolutionary but  

don't hate the white man for 

what he has done to our people? 

This “Krakker” is a beast and 

our natural enemy. He has made 

this clear throughout history. It  

sounds like you brother have 

lost your way and have sold out! 
 
Dear Bro/Sister:  Clearly, your 
definition of ―revolution‖ is different 
from mine. First, Thank God, he 
has sent various prophets through 
out time with specific instructions 
on how to deal with the wicked on 
our planet. God sees us, not as 
white and black, but right and 
wrong. Although it may be true 
they (whites) have played the role 
―devil‖ in history, it is their 
creation, the ―negro‖ (mentally 
dead & dumb) that the Collective 
is concerned with. They (Negroes) 
must change & regain his/her true 
conscious self  and identity. This 
p r o c e s s  o f  r e s u r r e c t i o n 
(revolution) of the Original people 
back to their true nature requires 
that we do not hate anyone, 
including ourselves. You suggest 
simply hating them back as a 
strategy?  I suggest continuing on 
with your original destiny un-
impeded and building a world 
better than theirs.  How do we 
decide? I’ll give you a hint. ―On 
Earth, as it is in Heaven….‖ 
Stop hatin’ and BUILD!! 

Taken from a debate on Facebook, where I suggested some-
one (black woman) should have not been surprised she was 
blocked because of her racist comments.  

JT Edwards asks: Who is “We” ? Cause if you 

still implying that she or anyone of color can be 

racist then your not part of us (we), but you’re 

with them cause only the misinformed and them 

believe people with no power can be racist.  
Dear Brother: The idea that ―people of color‖ can 
not be racist, stems from the concept that racism 
requires both racist views and ―power‖ or the ability 
to impose those views upon others.  Because  black 
people do not have real power (in your mind) they 
can not be racist. This is incorrect because  you are 
misunderstanding the term. Racism can also be 
hateful, bias, cruel actions and verbal statements 
meant to cause pain upon groups of specific individ-
uals.  In other words, it has its own power. Also, if it 
is to be eradicated, it must not be used for our 
agendas. This doesn't mean to love an enemy. This 
means to deal with him wisely and handle each situ-
ation appropriately. Not all white people are your 
enemy, so racism allows you to identify your enemy 
but it can not stop you from producing the civiliza-
tion  you are required to create.  

Know of an interesting group on Facebook? 
Email us  at maatmind@gmail.com or Facebook 
search Core Novus. 
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Through out time, humanity 

has created concepts and im-

ages representing their ver-

sion of the Supreme Being.  

Societies have come and gone 

believing whatever their lead-

ers, slave masters  or conquers 

told them. Many times 

through history those in 

charge, never returned to 

those lands or let prisoners 

and slaves go with the accu-

rate information that was orig-

inally and intentionally pre-

served. Religious institutions 

and their interpretations of sa-

cred relics are sometimes ded-

icated by those that have na-

tionalistic, racial and religious  

loyalties undermining the 

truth.  Uniformity based on 

absolute truth is the keep to 

our resurrection.  In mind, 

spirit and action, a people can 

not free themselves from a 

mental bondage until they 

have re connected with the 

universal and cosmological 

order of things. Ask any pro-

fessional Navigator. In order 

to know where you want to 

go, you must first understand 

were you are. Many of us are 

Christian because we grew up 

in a Christian family or con-

verted. Amazingly enough, 

we will swear up and down 

that we are correct in every-

way.  

Metaphysics, Ma’at, & Me…. The 7053 reality 

Keep in mind, they claim this usually without personal 

study in detail the other religions or their own! Like wise, 

Muslims are Muslim because we grew up in a Islam world 

or family, or converted. Jewish are Jews because their fami-

ly was Jewish or converted. Hindu, Wiccan, Voodoo, etc. 

Within a race of a people that require a unity element for 

it’s resurrection process to take effect, this is something that 

must be addressed. A structured process is needed. A sys-

tematic approach to discover and apply the necessary 

knowledge to move a people towards unity & perfection as 

defined by our example, the Christ who was sent by his Fa-

ther,  whose  proper name today is ―Allah.‖  Experiment # 

1414 (below) starts by the accumulation of data from the 

reader.  Which do you consider is a picture of ―God‖ to you 

and why? Remember there is no correct response and this 

only a experiment to prove a point later. We took the liberty 

to not list present an image of a Caucasian man on a cross, 

as it is the image that the world represents to the masses 

and would have made the experiment to easy. (bias).     

Send us your answers at : Maatmind@gmail.com 

(Your names and emails sent will not be published). 

Image  

one 
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Image 

Three 

Image  

Four 

Image  

Two 

Image  

Five 



My comments, I must/will contribute. As is known, or should be known, through the many 
teachings and travels, Afrikans did not come to OUR America on the Mayflower (the ship 
in which pilgrims sailed 1620 to N.A.)  Oh! I should have told you I’m an Afrikan, a new 
Afrikan that is and that this paper attenuates such an accentuate. Now! Post colonial Afri-
ka has good indictors of the level of social development. Kenya will be the example given 
here tonight, since it has made the news and should be on all the progressive minds. Al-
so, there is many a lesson to be learnt about Kenya’s past and present. ― In facing Mount 
Kenya, by Mwalimu Jomo Kenyatta, ( a book that was severely criticized by Jeremy Mur-

ray-Brown and others I do wish to mention here).  Although of the many criticism of Jomo, I must bring to mind an ob-
servant aspect to prove a point of historical fact that is of such material complexity. In fact, this doesn't even begin to 
define European imperialism and its adventure (safari tourist style) of human tyranny and deceit. Kenyatta wrote, ― In 
the old order of the African society, with all the evils that are suppose to be connected to it, a man was man, and as 
such he had the rights of a man and liberty to exercise his will and thought in a direction which suited his purposes as 
well as those of his fellowmen: but today an African, no matter what his station is in life, is like a horse which moves 
only in the direction that the rider pulls the rein. ― What has made such research scarce and invaluable?  Kenyatta’s 
moral was not ambiguous. Also, see Diop’s ― Pre-colonial Africa.― The Colonial theory of ―guardianship‖ was oppressive 
and barbaric. Mahatma saw this and more during British colonial occupation of India. Jomo’s further investigation is 
conclusive, ―In our opinion the African can only advance to a ―higher level‖ if he is free to express himself, to organize 
economically, politically, socially, and to take part in the government of his own country. In this way he be able to devel-
op his creative mind, initiative and personality which hitherto have been hindered by the multiplicity of incomprehensi-
ble laws and ordinances.‖ 

To my mind the above is a classic and appropriate scientific observation of communal/social living ( socialist examples) 
that the colonialist powers attempted to wipe out.  Where ever one may look for social beginning types of such early 
levity can be seen. There then existed varied types of seed of this now become socialist phenomena, and you know 
what! Man was the fundamental factor; not monkeys, but MAN, human beings.  On the Afrikan, Man kind was reliance, 
individualized, but yet specific the Alfa & Omega of industry.  And on his capacity for struggle (action) depended on the 
success of that first principle—VISION. 

Scientific Socialism as a weapon of theory 

Greetings, First let’s resolve to mean that everything that the forward movement is doing should show a revolutionary 
perspective. Things like work studies, programs, debates, town hall meetings, political speaking engagements, fundrais-
ers, protests, R.B.G. cinema, solidarity and fraternal relations with other progressives, etc., that the capitalist system 
tires to shelve. You now must compose of serious study and self development in accordance with the many levels of 
historical materialists progression.  

As we commemorate the anniversary of the assassination of Dr. Walter Rodney, I am stimulated by the need for all of 
us to continue the ancestor's quest for the liberation of all oppressed peoples from neo-colonialism. We must raise the 
ideal of Internationalism , Land and independence, Reparations and Repatriation of/for New Afrikans (N.A.) held here in 
the dungeons of united states imperialism. This enables one to garner the necessity of theory and practice. It is 27 
years since the bomb of the assassins struck our dear brother Walter with many regrets. And, it is very common to hear 
from capitalist spokesmen/women the argument in the ideological struggle against socialism, the statement that the so-
cial system or any socialist construction characterizes the abolition of the individual for the sake of the state—what ever 
the state.  And, I’m sure you have heard the absurd saying that Walter took his own life; what rubbish!. Such assertions 
need to be addressed again and again’ taken care not only theoretically but practically as well.  This specter 9 a dying 
colonialism) that is responsible for so much inhumanity to man, including Walter assassination continues even though 
Smith, the bomb expert, is deceased.  The struggle will continue, for all the guilty animals to be brought to a people’s 
tribunal. Those who can recall let them pass this opportunity of the historical legends to the YOUTHS in the best crea-
tive and talented ways they can conjure.  The then president of Guyana, Forbes Burnham, at a may gathering of work-
ers ( May 1, 1981 Guyana) is reported to have said in a brit/brutish accent ― anti-mortem of a headless corpse‖, 42 days 
later Dr. Walter Rodney was blown up almost beyond recognition. Also, I am reminded of the fact by DAYCLEAN/vol.6 
No.2/Mar. 08, of the reminiscent 80’s, where a warning was directed to Walter's part, the Working Peoples Alliance 
( WPA) titled ― Our Steel Is Sharper.‖ Dr. Rodney was assassinated not long after that warning on June 13th, 1981. I 
hope I haven’t lost you , the reader, for this paper is about continuing the legacy of Brother Walter, and all our freedom 
fighters– PEOPLES POWER.  
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       The Real Deal ... Back Then  By: Takuma   speech from June 2008                                

“ The Colonial theory of 

“guardianship” was oppressive 

and barbaric.” 
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Just so is the newly forming socialist society competitive with the ―old ideas.‖ The social scientist Karl Marx, noted 
that the period of transition( that is from capitalism to communism) was conceived as the result of the explosive trans-
formation of the capitalist system destroyed by its own contradictions. Marx didn't witness this happening, but some 
of you here tonight will see such a happening and your children will bare witness to this historical fact that has faced 
such intellectual rubbish and snobbery, ambushed and hijacked to the deepest levels of Dante's inferno. There are 
other examples of this transformation phenomenon where capitalism has developed sufficiently, for its effects to be 
felt in one way or the other on the people, but it is not its own inner contradictions that explode the system after hav-
ing exhausted all of its possibilities.  This contradiction must be explained in the context of the octopus (capitalism) 
after losing its imperialist strongholds (tentacles that can not renew itself in time; those stuck with the old ideas) dis-
members, hence something new.  The example (other) is those European countries like Sweden, Denmark, Switzer-
land, etc. The struggle for national liberation against imperialist forces will always bring down the wrath of the privi-
leged classes unto the oppressed and exploited. Conscious acts, therefore, are very re-
sourceful to liberation movements in the over throw of neo-colonial systems ( economic 
formations). In countries of the Caribbean (Guyana), with the exception of  Cuba, North 
America (Fort Worth, Texas), there has not been (or very little) a complete education, for 
social work and wealth through the simple process of appropriation which is far away from 
the mouths of the people. Che told us this since 1965.  I think being parents of the revolu-
tion it is worth being repeated here tonight. Jan Carew in a Third Eye lecture titled 13th 
Annual African Awakening; The Awakening of Africa in tis Heartland (Dallas, TX) repeat-
edly told the audience to read and research for themselves and in making this sacrifice 
would be a great good to the service in the awakening of the Afrikan Motherland.  Change 
(revo) is a struggle that demands sacrifice, for on the one hand you have underdevelop-
ment and the other migrant-capital to the developed nations which always is imperialist in 
nature. Does Guyana foe example have an economic base? And if so why does it take 
the beaten  path of material interest as the lever of accelerated development? Why? Is it 
because they are not aware of the intrigues of the capitalist market system of simply put,  
they don't care a damn?  Why!?! Can’t they see that the capitalist financial system is dy-
ing and as all drivers of cars should know there is great danger 

This capacity came with the Afrikan on the Trans Atlantic journey into the Diaspora. The Afrikan still posses this 
strength in tis entirety.  Go to well meaning writers of world history, there you find classic examples of working class 
resistance. These struggles began and developed in two distant phases, some will say it always does according to 
man and his environment.  Man was alienated to a certain extent or Afrikans fragmented because of captivity is always 
a prime candidate in need of mobilization (Sanokfa). And leaders of the liberation fronts (South Africa, Kenya, Guinea 
Bissau, Cuba, Vietnam), having experienced 1st and 2nd World Wars, slavery, oppression/exploitation and institutional 
academia (not put in the necessary historic gradient) became the power house of revolutionary consciousness and 
enthusiasm. Herein was/is the catalyst that created the subjective conditions for victory over the combined forces and 
efforts of European colonialism. These distant phases well studied/researched and creatively applied to the different 
historical conditions must become our habits and entrenched in our minds manifest Peoples Power, the objective of 
thought and revolution (change) that must /will/is take (ing) place. Man as individual was/is the fundamental factor.  

 

What we are declaring here tonight at this commemoration for a great cadre is the continuity of the working class strug-
gle, for bread and justice. And in so doing create that radical break with capitalism that is required by all colonized and 
oppressed/exploited people. Through total commitment to the revolution (revo) which is anti-capitalist/anti-imperialist. 
We must/will use the power of ideas;‖ by any means necessary‖ to get us out of this mire whose stench reaches the 
high heavens. Old but golden still is scientific socialism, an ideology that is applicable to this new stage of techno-
politics, a weapon of theory.  The opportunist are scattered who once confused social-living (socialism) as something  
fit only for Anglo Saxons. As regarding the intellectual Rodney stated quite clearly they must become guerrilla intellec-
tuals.‖ We must create lots of them.  The attempt to define the individual is long overdue.  Is man a finished or an un-
finished product?  Can man submit himself to a conscious process of self education?  The answer can not be found in 
the subjective conditions of historical materialism.  They are to be found in the objective historical material conditions of 
supply and demand. Man as a social being of need (not wants), indeed, his objective, one of the many, to eat and be 
happy with ideas to be more productive and industrious and must need of mindfulness to end exploitation/oppression 
of man by man is the fulfilling of purpose and soul. The revolution is love.  And love is the dynamic that experiences 
the contradictions. The negation of the negation; man and his unmade quality is he is simply this; begin, begin, start?  
Man does not take steps like a kangaroo, unless he’s in a bag-race. One foot is always ahead of the other foot.  
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than they have been introducing that the masses become one in thought and critical analysis. In such manner the indi-
vidual chances of being heard become greater. The social apparatus must become a force to be reckoned with tech-
nical and ideological education is now hooked up with the individual consciousness that allows collective participation 
and security in all the mechanisms of direction and production (role of work studies). The necessity of accentuation is 
much better as he/she learns these processes of interdependence, and parallel advances in their closeness help 
achieve total awareness of social self and kind, which in turn helps gives one the full realization as a human being now 
free from alienation. Translated correctly/concretely , Che says‖...it is the re-appropriation of man’s nature through 
freed work and the expression of his own human condition through culture and art.‖ (See also Cabral’s ―Return to the 
source:‖/National Lib. & Culture/p. 41 ― The value of culture as an element of resistance….‖. And on page 39 ― For with 
a strong indigenous cultural, life foreign domination cannot be sure of its perpetuation.‖) 

This manifestation requires/acquires a new condition. ― Man as a commodity ceases to exist and a system is estab-
lished which grants  a quota for the fulfillment of social duty. ― (CHE/Selected Works/p.162).  This social duty in specific 
terms, for us New Afrikans/New man, etc., in Ft. Worth, TX, Guyana, or elsewhere Scientific Socialism is a weapon of 
theory. Let me suggest, as Dr. Rodney did, that we are trying to  build/create a whole new society different from capi-
talist society at least in theory; practice will automatically follow. This admonition is put here because scientific socialist 
perspectives a re a necessity, if we are going to survive on Earth. Dear Reader, are you thinking of going to Mars? I 
didn't think so. And so we are here tonight looking at differences ( cultural, racial, power of the state, internal qualities, 
colonial/neo colonial, black/white working class, black nationalism, scientific socialism, capitalism and so on).  There 
will be thoughts construed here tonight based on what is being said/examined and of a course what one thought he/
she might have heard. And as usual doubts and questions will/must be entertained and time will be allotted for such.  
Brothers and sisters we have to start looking somewhere/everywhere, for a solution to our problems.  And of a fact, 
each situation raises its own contradictions, but we have to build/grow. Political movements all over the world who 
mean real change are dealing with these unique species like wise in a positive way. We here in this town at this time 
are going to have that work no matter how long the delay takes. We are to be remindful of the fact that this work must 
acquire a new condition, if we are to attain the characteristic of being free. The social system being discussed here as 
a theory says ― …. The means of production belong to the society and the machine is only the frontline where duty is 
performed. There man’s thoughts are slowly liberated form the troublesome fact that  presupposes the need to satisfy 
his/her animal need through work.‖  

To self and kind if you are not sighting the road properly?  Yes! There can be a matter of reason, for begin negligent, 
but to what suffice after massive pain and suffering and death, mostly to the young and old. No! We are not saying that 
socialism can be built with the AID(s) of worn out systems, profit making, individual material incentives, assassinations, 
live threatening attempts on the working class or what’s left of it, the market system as a basic economic cell, and so 
forth. I hope I am not sounding as a decrepitude Guyanese who has lived too long outside of the context of content.  I 
speak of this economic cul-de-sac that most post-colonized countries have taken, even the Ft. Worth working class is 
stuck in this condition. And most possible other parts of the Babylon system. Actually speaking, you can not go any-
place where this seemingly plausible historical condition can not be found; its can-
cerous. Let me say that all attempts will be rather difficult to perceive the moment of 
miscalculation, for we are looking at the difficult way of market economies.  

In this time of calculation, developing consciousness is undermined as well as your 
adapted economic base. This is where the New Afrikan/New Man must be created. 
The necessity of a whole new approach of people and their environment is of utmost 
importance. No one in their right senses can turn a blind eye to the rapid changing 
tides of a failing economic order. One may go to sleep tonight in his/her house with a 
roof and upon awakening to the morrow providing one still have sight, find the house 
roof gone, and not a sound was made with its removal.  Our ancestors always re-
minded us of the importance of correctly choosing the instrument of r the mobiliza-
tion of the people. Let me remind you incase you forgot, that instrument must be of a 
fundamental moral nature. Material incentives must not be forgotten and utilized in 
the correct manner, especially those of a social nature. The continued activation of 
moral incentives in times of danger, and in terms of becoming permanent must be-
come a developing consciousness on order for values to acquire new categories. 
Everyone is to be taught this and creatively more. The decolonizing phenomena is 
similar to the formation of capitalist consciousness in its first stages.  Upon further 
research social scientists have said that capitalism was very armistically forceful, but 
at the same time it educated its people in the system ( divine right or nature as a me-
chanical entity).  Socialist institutions must become more popular 
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This new self, gradually portrayed through work, is the overstanding of human magnitude through the created object 
(work carried out). Man the worker now has a belonging, a brightness that contributes to life and society. There is re-
flection and fulfillment of his social duty. We must do everything we can to creatively though our talents to apply this 
theory to this new value/category of social duty, and to unite it to the development of technology (Sophisticated indus-
try) in part which will provide the necessary conditions for greater (voluntary labor also). There is this scientific concep-
tion that man truly achieves his full human condition when he produces without being compelled by the physical ne-
cessity of selling him/herself as a commodity. This research found that there are foreseeable problems of voluntary 
labor when historically examined. Work was shown to still have coercive aspects probably owning to historical condi-
tions of a biological nature ( more study warranted). Although, I think this can be traced to developing mankind trans-
formational progress that does not take place all at once. There are ages of set periods as early as 12, and then 21 
through 40 and so on.  Some people are known to have never self –developed in some capitalists societies, in terms 
of the revolution, and forwardation to new man.  

In this occasion, I came across information about places in our world where Afrikan people were taking a firm stand 
against European imperialism, the anti-war elements, the peace movements and other fronts, like in the Congo, head-
ed by Laurent Kabila. New emerging states (Brazil & its Mercosur, Venezuela and even conservative South Korea), 
were thinking in some what fashion of policies that are anti-people, in all examples of program documentation that 
would combat the imperialist forces. My curiosity was aroused when Brazil's president called for a ―level field‖, and 
called on the U.S. to stop subsidizing farmers in the U.S. If one should take the follow-up on these spins, there is plen-
ty of runs to be scored. In fact, most developing nations and their remarks show great mistrust of the US financial mar-
ket system.  For them, it is either broke or decrepit and cannot be fixed or a financial fix to hell, which is an economic 
embarrassment. Remarks about the war, terrorists, globalization, market economy, nuclear proliferation, Iran, Iraq, 
safe imports in regards to health issues, etc.  The people of these countries, and I’m sure Afrika and Afrikans, are be-
ginning to realize/recognize that ― ….. It isn’t simply that the United States is one thing inside  and imperialist outside. 
The United States is imperialist as extension of its whole structure of production and social relations, so that now when 
these people say they are fighting imperialism it is not an escapist tendency.‖ ( W.R. Speaks/p.121) I’m suggesting 
that in Fort Worth. TX think about this theory being presented here tonight.  And somewhere in these lines and words 
to be heard  through listening by way of the tongue is the expressed part/whole of the character for a new (new socie-
ty, for we the people can not wait any longer for a government/state/city/country to put and end to racist oppression/
exploitation/repression/inflation/unemployment/Gestapo police/criminalizing of our youth/ Americans all living in pain/
poor health services for the poor/limited elderly care/policies that are anti-black labor, such as indentured servants 
(Latinos)/immigration problems/poor infrastructures/ this should sound with clear meaning as a failed country. We the 
people of the world must proclaim in high voices that once these conditions exist anywhere there will be no progress 
or any survival at all. We must ask the question is this the Will Smith/Warner Bros. pictures ―I am Legend‖ with sound 
tracks from Bob Marley CD Legend.  No matter how it comes over to viewers, Bob sang of Afrika and Afrikans, God 
the Emperor and of Redemption, old pirates, slavery, nuclear proliferation and LOVE. Remember LOVE is the revolu-
tion. The people must ask the question is this, the scenario (no harm meant to the actor of Hollywood/weird direction) 
of what is to come to all who resist the U.S. superstructure? When I saw the movie, my mind ran straight to Iraq, and I 
said of a surety, that must be how that unfortunate country looks. Afrika, who first started the divide and rule thing?  

My people, this is not a biblical thing of allegorical profundity.  This is how capitalism does business. Let’s recount, in 
Guyana, before the British left, they instigated a division between two non white people ( both Afrikans and from that 
great Indus civilization, long ago and not so long ago before the onslaught of the 6,000 + years.  War that left the 
whole colored world fragmented unto this day. In India they did the same between families one Hindu and the other 
Muslim (Pakistan & India) fight each other to death unto this day. Two white brothers fight each other unto this day, 
Jew vs. Gentile. Still further you got the Hutus vs. Tutsi). Now more common than ever in America is the assumptive 
white vs. black and black vs. black. There is more much more, but I hope you got the picture.  Yes! European Patriar-
chy a relatively modern historical condition which has challenged, and actually destroyed to a great extent, Matriarchy, 
a primordial material condition. Enough has been said about the tentacles of wanton greed and genocide; let us return 
to where we left off. It is impossible to go through the past. It’s like a ravine with sharp shooters on both sides waiting 
to shoot you down, but there are bourgeois scholars who make a living from this history and who are prepared to walk 
on the living to get to the dead.  At this time, we would like to petition them to come over and join us in building this 
NEW SOCIETY where there could be no death (destruction) or tears (pain). Come on my brothers, come on my sis-
ters. We got company. Beloved, armed with the vision of our ancestors ( they resisted) the New Afrikan in Our Ameri-
ca and cadres alike will/must forge a new society (or perish) of humanist principles and working class discipline unpar-
alleled in history. The future of a new man/woman with scientific socialism like arm in arms is the theory that will give 
pre-eminence to the two pillars of socialist construction, which is the formation of the new woman/man, hence the fam-
ily and the development of technology. I hope I’m not being redundant.  The necessity of technology and scientific for-
mation is the way of the future.  Herein it would not be a matter of advancing  blindly, but the forwardation of the road 
open to us by the most advanced countries/communities of the world.  
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―I am come that they might have life.‖ ~ Jesus John 10-10 

 

―Not one of us will have to raise a sword. Not one gun would we need 

to fire. The great cannon that will be fired is our unity.‖ ~ Elijah  

Muhammad 

 

―Before God, we are all equally wise and equally foolish.‖ ~ Albert Ein-

stein 

 

―Strive always to excel in virtue and truth.‖ ~ Prophet Muhammad 

 

―The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few.‖ ~ Spock 

 

―The good thing about science is that it’s true whether or not you be-

lieve in it. ― ~ Neil Degrasse Tyson 

Don’t delay the natural progression of the poor and lowly workers of the world anymore, for most Unions like the good 
Shepard have not watched the flocks properly. They have allowed us to stray and be eaten by wolves. We are calling on 
the ― guerrilla intellectuals‖ to face up to their responsibilities as an oriented class. How did you get into those universities 
brothers and sisters? Lest you forget! They were civil and human rights struggles now. Walter Rodney admonition to us 
was. ―We did not create the artificial distinction between mental and manual labor, but it is there, and if it is to be trans-
cended, it isn't simply to be transcended by a so-called progressive intellectual going out to become a manual laborer, it 
is to be transcended by breaking the pattern of society that entrenches such a distinction‖ (WR Speaks/p. 113). 

t. Umoja/for MXGM/Ft. Worth/Chapter 13 June, 2008 

Now is your chance. Become apart of the 

Collective. Submit your ideas and plans 

to produce a United States of Africa, heal 

a people, world, humanity  and society. 

Email us at  maatmind@ gmail.com And 

tell us your ideas, so the world will know 

that a great giant….  

has awakened! 
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Boy with a secret By: Daisy Iwu 
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To be continued….. 
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Friday January 3, 2014, there was an article by AP/J. 
Scott Applewhite that proved rather shocking. Apparently, 
Bill Nye, the ―Science Guy‖ will be at a creation museum 
in Kentucky to debate evolutionists and biblical creationists. The debate entitled ― Is 
creation a viable Model of Origins?‖ Will no doubt cause a stir in the religious and 
science communities. A Christian activist, Ken Ham, will be taking the side of Crea-
tionism and put a recent quote of Bill Nye to the test throughout the debate.  Mr. 
Nye said that ― teaching creationism was bad for children.‖  The museum  asserts 
that the Earth was created in a few (24 hour) days about 6,000 years ago, display-
ing dinosaurs and humans living together in the same time period.  I will save my 
comments until the debate but although the facts are clearly on the side of science, 
it will be interesting if the question is ask to the science guy …. Do you believe in 
God and why not? Consciousness, Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathe-
matics/Medicine were meant to coexist.  It is the Core Novus (New Core) teachings 
of Bean Soup Science. More on this, next time after the debate! 
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It’s apart of my community service…...and I don’t mean 

the criminal justice system having to make me to do it!!  

With Bean Soup Science, 

you can take a person out 

of the ―hood‖  AND you 

can take the ―hood‖ out of 

the person. START from 

within…. WITH A NEW 

CORE!!  

Core Novus: Change 

Behavior, Thought 

and Action.  The 

Core Novus work 

book.  

Coming Soon! 

CSTEMM for you!  
(Consciousness, Science, Technology Engineering Mathemat-

ics/Medicine) 



Message to the Blackman By : Elijah 

Muhammad 

Cosmos by Carl Sagan 

100 Year Starship  Space series 

books By: Dr. Mae Jemison 

National Graphic Magazine 

The End of Science By: John Horgan 

Websites 

Waypoint2space.com  

Lumosity.com 

Khanacademy.org 

Peacecorps.gov  

Lynda.com 

Politifact.com 

Howjsay.com 

Lifeprint.com 

Mathmeeting.com 

Brainpop.com 

Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson 

Dr. Hakeem M. Oluseyi 

Big Bang Theory 

NOVA 

In the Wormhole 
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Books of the Month 

The Armory (Knowledge, the weapon of choice) 

Speakers & shows (media) 

“ The system is our enemy. But when 

you’re inside, you look around, what do 

you see? Businessmen , teachers, 

lawyers, carpenters. The very minds of 

the people we are trying to save. “ ~ 

Morpheus 

B E A N S OU P S CI E NCE  

Sciencedaily.com 

 

 

YouTube Vids 

Big Think 

TED talks 

Think and grow rich 

As a man thinketh 
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I would like to introduce this term to the public. The 7053 reality is the unseen but always felt reality or 

problem that exists between black & white on the planet. The problem, stems from the continuing psycho-

logical after effects of slavery and of a oppressing SYSTEM maintained by  a people  in constant fear of 

losing their genetic identity. Whether it is purely racism driven by love of color, a combinations of money, 

politics, ancient cultural beliefs, fear or religious decree, the Collective examines both fronts of the issue, 

the ―Doctor Frankenstein ‖ and the ―Monster.‖ Some call it ― addressing the elephant in the room‖ or 

―being the bull in a chinaware store,‖ never politically correct, but ultimately necessary. If these problems 

are not addressed by the people that are plagued by them, they never will solved.  Clearly racism exists and 

is integrated in today’s social, economical, political and religious systems. It is not a new concept that dif-

ferent cultures manipulate, dictate, even establish entire economic bases off of other race’s ignorance, 

weaknesses or second class acceptance.  But this is more than racism.  For some, this is reality. The way it 

is and the way it should be. Can you identify it? Defeat it? Defend others from it? The 7053 reality is real, 

and its time for it to be acknowledged, explored and solved. 

4. Test your Hypothesis   
using observation, or sci-
entific experiments 

5. Analyze your data from 
your experiment to draw 
a conclusion.  

The Scientific method 

1. Ask a question. 

2. Do research on the 
question. 

3. Construct a Hypothesis. 

6. Share your results for 
others. 
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What produces a mind 

that would want to make 

this person a criminal?  

Meet Dr. Frankenstein 

What produces a mind that 

would want to make these 

people stay in their condi-

tion?  Meet the monster, 

Frankenstein 

Two separate  

Problems that must 

be address before 

any resurrection can 

occur.  

One Solution…. 

Core Novus! 

A change in 

core beliefs, 

thoughts 

and actions.  
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The New Modern Middle Passage….Blackwards! Ssssissy!! 

 

In order for a United States of Africa to 

become a reality a new ―Middle Passage‖ 

must be established between Africans 

and African Americans. It may not be as 

easy as saying but it should certainly be 

easier than it was to create the first Mid-

dle Passage.  

 There was a lot of logistical, accounting, 

economic and business know how to 

maintain the slave trade in the past. Also, 

that was hundreds of years ago.  So 

what’s our excuse for not reaching out to 

our African brothers and sisters and cre-

ating a economic bridge for the Original  

man now?  Amazingly enough, it has nothing to do with the technical know how. It has 

to do with the ― inner‖ perceptions of us, here and there.  Besides lack of unity, love, 

commitment, dedication and purpose, nothing stands in our way from accomplishing this 

great feat. To have dual citizenship in countries is what most cultures (races) do in 

America. Whether they travel to their home lands or not, they accept a kind of heritage 

link or ancestral  and historical connection to their kin abroad. What is it that is keeping 

us from  the same?  

With such a God fearing, peace loving group of people, it may be time that specific strat-

egies if necessary, even schools be created to teach these crucial but necessary elements 

for a new middle passage. Unity, love, commitment, dedication and purpose. It must be 

taught to a people that have lost it, on both sides of the ocean.   



The following roadmap is suggested route 

to the freedom the masses desire. From 

the starting point to the end of our strug-

gle, failure as well as success is a possible 

destiny. We will rise or be destroyed. God 

will simply select another race and contin-

ue the path. These proposed solutions 

cover politics, religion, war, sex, econom-

ics, education, labor, infrastructure, trans-

portation, shelter, health care, safety 

(security), entertainment, agricultural, 

law, environment, and space travel (The 

destiny of the Collective). This step by 

step guide is not necessarily a written-in-

stone-plan, but is an outline of the basic 

benchmarks for a population seeking free-

dom from their former oppressors and  

condition and will assure the desired goals 

of the Collective. Also, it is intended to 

relieve any ideas of establishing new 

world orders, Islamic Caliph states, start-

ing race wars and other conspiracy theo-

ries that are considered future evils, politi-

cal and social catastrophes and apocalyp-

tic doomsday scenarios.   

It would be intellectually entertaining and 

theologically challenging to suggest that 

this plan can be accomplished with 

144,000 people and within  a time of 75 

years. I wish I could say I have done the 

metaphysical math. I would love to point 

to the stars or suggest it is divinely guided 

or inspired.   Perhaps this is for another.  

PHASE I-  Know Thy Self, STEP 1: Indi-

vidual Ethics and morals redefined 

(Collective standard & criteria accepted 

and applied). Individual assessment level. 

Are you willing to be a contributor, not to 

a black revolution but to the black renais-

sance to benefit all of humanity? A person 

in the conscious community should look 

at self and ask,….what is expected of me? 

From the Collective?  Can I stop using the 

nword? Stop stealing? Lying? Remain not 

on a proper diet, but change to a health 

food lifestyle? Can I reframe from exces-

sive sport and entertainment?  Do I want 

to live a life that could be similar to 

Amish, a Monk or Nun? Am I interested 

in Science? Do I want to change?  There 

is a saying commonly seen on Facebook 

…..‖ God is not sending anyone…. He 

has already sent you!‖  
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B E A N S OU P S CI E NCE  

One must accept the code (way of the radi-

cal), in the Core Novus (workbook).  

STEP 2: Obtain basic education --Reading, 

Writing, Math, Science/K-8th (General 

knowledge) 

Are you smarter than a 8th grader? In order 

for a people to create a lasting nation, one 

that possibly was spoken of in scripture as 

the ―here after,‖ right here on this planet, 

after a present world as socially ceased to 

exist, ―the masses‖ will have to be smarter 

than a 8th grader (level) for sure. Education 

should be self paced and constant for life.  

STEP 3: Ma’at foundation is accepted – 

enhancement of existing spiritual belief and 

unifier. One can remain a Christian, Jew, 

Muslim, etc., but all fall under the guidance 

and unifying concept of Ma’at. If declara-

tions are accepted as common Collective 

community behavior, eventually made into 

law, this helps with an overall spiritual 

foundation.  This requires a belief in The 

One God. Free thinkers curved and uniform 

themselves with agonistic beliefs, to begin 

their spiritual search, if not for the sake of 

unity. Mastery of one’s self helps with clar-

ifications of scriptures. However, science 

and logic are primary.  Ma’at declarations 

and  

principles determines society’s unde-

sirables for the masses, as well as be-

come an individual guide. Ma’at al-

lows uniformity between various be-

liefs and the basis for social cohesion 

within the Collective. Not everyone is 

going to be FOI Muslim, Newapuians, 

5 percenter or Rastafarians, etc.  Many 

don't want to be Jewish, Christian, 

Catholic and so on. If scripture is cor-

rect, America’s implosion will be 

based on it’s misdirected sense of mo-

rality. A future United States of Africa 

will should not make the same mis-

take! No alcohol, tobacco and addic-

tions is stressed.  (Collective approved 

curriculum, books, materials and les-

son plans allow one to pursue a career 

in this world or reeducate them to be 

prepared for the next. Declarations will 

decrease the N-Variable. 

 STEP 3: Consciousness/Master Self 

A defined state of mind and being for 

the individual, but identified by the 

Collective. Behaviors, mannerisms, 

thoughts actions and deeds determine 

whether one is in or near this state.  

One strives for perfection in his or her 

own way, in constant awareness of 

lowering their N-Variable.   Belief in 

the One God is definite, pure and dedi-

cation to reconnect to the universal and 

cosmological order of things becomes 

genuine. This is the desire to strive for 

perfection. Not a sense of being better 

than others or putting yourself on a 

pedestal but simply knowing you can 

do and be better and trying to do so. 

You recognize the stereotypes in media 

and can rebuke them, you will live 

under a bridge in poverty before harm 

self or kind. The ―Get-rich-or-die-

trying‖ mentality is of this world.    

PHASE II Acceptance into civilization 

of the Black man and Woman 

STEP 1: Individually start to create 

networks of other likeminded individu-

als abroad.   

You will never be truly accepted in this 

world. That is why this world must  
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change.  You are now about the busi-

ness of making a new one and nothing 

could be more important. Determine 

franchises, entrepreneurs opportunities, 

and existing businesses. Attempt to 

move to socialist economic systems. 

Create ties and bonds in the African 

and Middle Eastern countries. Learn to 

watch trends in agricultural, econom-

ics, politics, and science. Collective 

will begin to grow and is identifiable 

by the behavior of groups. People are 

known for their behavior.    

Continue looking at Africa, brain 

storming, face book individuals, mak-

ing friends. Focus should be directed, 

particularly toward Africa, Middle 

East, South America, Mexico, Canada, 

China and Russia and the Diaspora and 

of course, your very own neighbor-

hood.  

STEP 2: Start pushing Free Education 

agendas/Sponsor- Reading, Writing, 

Math,  Science/K -8th (General 

knowledge) for the masses 

Create individual groups, crowd fund-

ing, non-profits and other individual 

efforts. Challenge our successful to 

sponsor broad based education pro-

grams and allow paths back into educa-

tion for those in need and those above 

average. Selected investors can create 

new or working with existing free tui-

tion institutions like the University of 

the people.org and Microsoft MITT 

online, where the cost is drastically 

reduced or dropped. With availability 

of online training and education, a cen-

tralized Academy could point students 

to selected career paths.  

Programs should focus on those levels 

where the poor cannot make the money 

or find an opening through the digital 

―buffer‖ that the SYSTEM uses to keep 

internet education from the masses. 

Finally, what you learn in these schools 

should be something that can be imme-

diately put to use, basic education, 

reading, writing, spelling, etc.  with job 

training programs, they should be tri-

pled and opportunities in third world 

countries should be stressed. As one in 

the Collective, a person becomes an 

individual that loves to learn…. any-

thing and everything. Self-paced, self-

taught/home/community schooling. A 

healthy mix of accredited classes 

should be taken, but self study should 

increase over time. The individual’s 

knowledge to prepare them to become 

a part of a work force as well as pro-

duce a nation.  

In households, the family nuclei should 

have a second language of Swahili, 

Arabic, Spanish, (a computer lan-

guage).  S.T.E.M. is pushed at all levels 

and ages. 

PHASE IV True Representation and 

Unity 

STEP 3: Accepted African Continental 

Rites of Passage. We move and exist 

not to impress other races, but to reflect 

a God. Create a Rites of passage 

(psychological test) to determine not 

courage, bravery, strength but African/

human sanity. These rites of passages 

are for the purpose of ensuring better 

leaders, neighbors, and people on the 

planet, determining responsibility, 

trustworthiness, honor, valor and integ-

rity as well as the fortitude to complete 

the duties of the Collective. Many of us 

in our current state simply want to get 

rich or die trying. This is unacceptable 

for the Collective. Rites of Passage 

systems will consists of several things, 

befriending an individual in Africa and 

African befriending individual or dias-

pora in America, math problems, court-

ship, etc.  

STEP 4:  C.S.T.E.M.M. involvement, 

career & study (Cradle to grave) 

Parents can start early by presenting 

microscopes and telescopes, chemistry 

sets and remote controlled airplanes 

instead of foot balls, clothes, shoes and 

jewelry for middle school youth.. start 

leaning toward the subjects in high 

school. Art, Music, poetry, Sports, co-

medians and Drama are longer profes-

sions but hobbies or secondary careers 

only in the Collective goals. Con-

sciousness, Science, Technology, Engi-

nee r ing ,  Math  and  Med ic ine 

(CSTEMM) and the various fields un-

derneath these categories are the only 

acceptable careers and entrepreneur 

paths for the Original people. Con-

sciousness is board, encompassing law, 

politics, and other needs for proper 

civilization.  History shows that people 

have done far greater sacrifices that 

what is suggest here. individuals in the 

Collective are asked lives that can only 

be compared to groups like Monks, 

Quakers, Nuns, Vulcans and yes, even 

BORG. To have true devotion to the 

Collective’s goals ensures movement.  

A grand purpose requires grand sacri-

fices.  To stand out from this world is 

not only a privilege in most of the ma-

jor religions, but a requirement.  Be-

coming a race known for the scientific 

endeavors, their constant pursuit of 

wisdom should sound familiar. We left 

pyramids in the sands of Africa to re-

mind us of this possibility.  Science 

will produce the families needed for the 

future.  

STEP 5:  Establishment of a Core 

Novus Academy & Settlements of Sci-

ence literacy Renaissance. 
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(Note for step 5)- Create an online communications hub that will pull selected 

groups of individuals to become the foundation of the Collective think tanks. Re-

member, not all are interested ingoing into outer space, have a desire to be in the 

Collective or start a science renaissance. Most simply want to see things get better.  

 In Hutchinson Kansas, There is a nonprofit organization called Kansas Cos-

mosphere & space center. This center caters to youth and instead of and amuse-

ment park of rides using the science of roller-coaster engineering to jolt one’s body 

through the air, pushing G forces to their minimum and maximum entertainment 

value, instead of  getting off the ride, never really considering the physics that was 

just applied,  The Camp KAOS advertises that they take a hands on learning expe-

rience to using  authentic NASA astronaut training methods.  

The center is set up with a graduating program allowing youth to go through an 

almost rites of passage method of learning. Why aren’t programs like this coming 

out of the Conscious community? Those that believe in mother planes? Exact sci-

ence? And math? In our youth? The SYSTEM programs us to create basketball 

tournaments, spend millions in AAU and sport  & game, keeping the genius of our 

people locked in fruitless bouts of competition and play. The push from sports 

should be steady and consistent.  

PHASE III Connecting like minds and Unity 

Civilization class within communities (self/family/community/world) 

For the general population, the basics of life/social skills and behavioral learning. 

Non Afrocentric and generic, from proper restaurant etiquette and dating practices 

to simply not using the N-word in conversation, the basic of civilization is learned 

at this level. Intro to ―isms,‖ socialism, Marxism and Collectivisms as seen by the 

Collective, not of this world’s isms fueled by capitalism, nationalistic goal and 

fervor. Intro to Nation building concepts.  

Men’s Professional & Home Training systems 

Language, dress, social norms, genetic tracing of family history would be address 

through these system schools. Off grid/new world concepts and theories, bartering, 

micro economics, Conflict resolution skills, intro to Swahili, Husband wife rela-

tionships, child rearing our best African minds would create this curriculum and be 

presented by the Core Novus Academy. Concept of arrange marriages and new 

dating customs and rituals established. Father roles, Trade & skill handy man level 

learning/correction with well research based African centric curriculum.  

Women’s Professional & Home Training systems 

Language, dress, social norms, genetic tracing of family history would be address 

through these system schools. Oprah Winfrey schools, The African female pilot. 

Off grid/new world concepts and theories, bartering, micro economics, Conflict 

resolution skills, intro to Swahili, Husband wife relationships, child rearing, our 

best African minds would create this curriculum  and be presented by the Core 

Novus Academy. Health & cooking Concept of arrange marriages and new dating 

customs and rituals established. Home training and child rearing learning/

correction with well research based African centric curriculum.  

Become and represent the Collective. There should be rewards.  
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Collectivism as a society may or may not 

be a good idea. But as a guiding principle 

to free ones economics and social condi-

tion, it is necessary.  When millions no 

longer think him or her and individually 

take on the plural pronoun, ―We‖ and 

speak it (like a Pope). This is true unity. 

Their existence is for the resurrection of 

the people and to bring about their 

change.  It is not surprising, that this new 

world order concept is feared by the older 

world that has historically been brutal and 

repugnant to humanity, particularly to 

third world and indigenous people.  Most 

people are trained to fear a new world 

order, but it one looks at this world, why 

would you want it to continue?  This is a 

ruse. We take on the duties of the Collec-

tive, (Recruit /Progress). There is no need 

of a Spy or Intelligence Agency, no mili-

tary of any significance. There I no leader 

and no way a person can become wealthy 

on this concept.  Main purpose is to keep 

unity, established the channels and net-

work, ambassadors training. A person of 

the Collective knows at least three lan-

guages, with training and back ground in  

Still, the thought of perfection and a path-

way to it is attractive. Through counsel-

ing, networking, conflict resolution and 

mediation the channels and relationships 

must be established to continue expedi-

tious through the next phases.  

PHASE IV: Goal and Purpose 

Establishing protocols for existing Afri-

can/ African American Networking 

groups/ Black Think Tanks 

Strategies and tactics for focusing on 

activating solutions already known and 

creating new ones. Everything done 

should be done with minimal opportunity 

to make large amounts of money. This is 

where our people typically fail and/or 

corrupted.  Illuminati was create in mysti-

cism and occultism with realistic goals 

and directives. ―Ain’t nobody got time 

for that.‖  Plans and actions will be delib-

erate, transparent, and easily recognizable 

as beneficial to the world.  

Establishing protocols for existing Global 

Networking groups/ World Think Tanks 

Strategies and tactics for how the rest of 

the world can help and the benefits of 

help given activating solutions already 

known and creating new ones. Everything 

done should be done with minimal oppor-

tunity to make large amounts of money. 

This is where our people typically fail 

and/or corrupted.  It should be made clear 

that theses plan are an attempt to resur-

rect 2/3 of the planets population, particu-

larly original people of the planet, other-

wise known as third world people.   Solu-

tions that require little or no funds, inter-

racial, interreligious groups establish 

agreement beneficial to both or all parties 

at this level. 

PHASE II : Building a nation 

 

A. Reparations Package submitted 

United States of America to African 

Americans 

As mentioned earlier, monetary repara-

tions given to the children of people held 

as former slaves would be catastrophic.  

The package should not be individualislly 

based but rather would effect the entire 

group of those considered to the descend-

ants of slaves.  A more unifying and 

sound approach is suggested. African 

American built Bullet train system across 

America. America get to finally pull the 

ugly racist thorn from her side and get to 

come into the 21st   , century with the rest 

of the modern centuries……and get a get 

a fancy new train, once again on our 

backs. But this is a twofold solution, As 

part of the reparations package, Builds 

would be exclusively for the black busi-

ness in those states participating in the 

rail system. Those black businesses 

would be able to contract out work to non

-black businesses of course,  The reason 

why Reparations will never be treated 

seriously on the floor of this Congress or 

by a seating president is because it is not 

in the vest interest of the entire popula-

tion of the United states.  It will have be 

made beneficial to America as well. (See 

Bean Soup Science Vol. III) 

 

TWO PART depends on whether YES or 

NO with reparations but both continue  

 Two satisfy the two minds of the con-

scious community, the flow is determined 

by what is put in. It would make it easier 

with reparations but if not B tract should 

be emphasized. The delay of a decision 

should be no means  hold the time table 

hostage.  

 

A    Side      B  Side 

(To be continued) 
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       The Collective Conscious Chart  (Fall and Rise Illustrated) 

B E A N S OU P S CI E NCE  

Where are  

you on the 

chart!?! 
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The Pre-Alcoholic phase— Drinking for  

relaxation. The desire for a drink is con-

sidered normal, but the person  doesn't 

have to have it. 

Prodromal— One drinks until they pass 

out. This person is defensive about 

drinking, but feels guilty about it. Is in 

constant denial about the problem. 

Crucial– At this phase, addiction occurs,  

Person cannot stop  even when they want 

to. Cells in the body become dependent 

on alcohol. Daily life is effected, family, 

marriage, job, health, etc. May be prone 

to violence.  

Chronic-  Considered the final phase of 

alcoholism. Although treatable, many 

suggest it is not curable. Health issues 

occur, family are broken apart, children 

are disappointed.  Individuals of the 

Collective prohibit alcohol.  
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Nothing burns me up more than to hear brothers and sisters (conscious) claiming they are in contact with 

aliens.  Really?  Sorry, but the Collective has to make it more difficult for you to be fooled in this world.  

Before anyone more of the original people get caught up with these types of cults, leaders, groups or organi-

zations, remember; for the sake of unity, we encourage you to stay in these groups and change attitudes 

from within. Challenge those that make claims of contact.  They may be telling the truth! However, you are 

not a troublemaker when seeking truth.  Here’s how: First, study Chemistry, Physics and Astronomy.  Just a 

basic understanding keeps tricksters at bay as well as basic science questions that one should be able to an-

swer if indeed they are in  contact with extraterrestrial life forms.  For example, if our sun were the size of a 

orange, the entire United States would be the length of our galaxy alone and there are millions of galaxies 

separated by millions of miles of space. Even traveling at the speed of light it would take years to travel the 

distance to the next galaxy. So, the question, ―how did they get here?‖ should be a physics answer, not a 

religious or metaphysical one.  When you realize the distance you would have to traverse just to visit Earth 

(and remain secret to the world for some reason), you understand how ridiculous the notion is or at least the 

necessity of proving the claim of this interstellar travel. Some might suggest alien communication and not 

visitation by aliens.  Again there is the problem of distance. This to needs to 

be explained in scientific detail and repeated in the testable environment.  

This doesn't mean one should not study telepathy. But typically, these type 

of  imposters will suggest a certain technology brought aliens to the planet 

or they are only person that can ―hear‖ the aliens. So, for the record, the on-

ly thing that is out there intelligent for now…. is the human race.  

Our Voyager probe left our solar system a couple of months back with a 

message telling anyone or anything how to find us and how to talk to us.  If 

your group, leader, belief, etc. truly believes in aliens, put those crystals and 

colorful painted charts away. Start using the radio and telescope technology 

to find them.  Science. 

What’s out there? 

NE WS LE TT ER  TI T LE  

Note worthy events 

 20th—MLK Day 

 20th—Central African lawmakers 

elect country’s first woman president. 

(Catherine Samba– Panza) 

 20th—Rosetta Space probe launched 

a decade ago , 500 million miles 

away, wakes up to land on a comet. 

 22nd—US Army considers replacing 

thousands of soldiers with robots. 

 25th—Egypt protests ( Revolutionary 

Day.  

 26th—Mandla Maseko: First black 

African heading into space in 2015. 

 27th—China’s Moon Rover (Jade 

Rabbit) faces mechanical problems 

and is stuck on the moon. 

 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 31  

January 2014 
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P.O. Box 

Grand Prairie, TX 

MAAT MI ND  PROD UCTI ONS  

E-mail: maatmind@gmail.com 

Core Novus Work Book 
 

Because this has got to stop! 

Free 

Offer ? 

Order Form Title 

Order total: 

Tax: 

Shipping: 

Total: 

Item # Description Qty. Price Subtotal 

Name 
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Phone 

American Express 

MasterCard 
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Bill Me 

Credit Card # 

Signature 

Method of Payment 

Exp. date 

Check 

Your Bean Soup Science subscription comes  with : 

All four issues of Bean Soup Science Magazine 

3 Yearly Special issues 

The Collective Chart defined 

AND (limited time only ) The Core Novus Work 

book!!   FREE!! 



We welcome your feedback.  

Please write to us at  

maatmind@gmail.com 

BEAN SOUP SCI ENCE 

―documented historical psychic phe-

nomena‖ that make these original peo-

ple even more interesting and deserving 

of study. But through history, and in 

the major religions, it was as if humans 

were always meant to be more, much 

more than what they appear to be now. 

In fact, that is the path of perfection, to 

explore and nothing has been created 

more vast, more immeasurable and 

deeper than the cosmos and the mind of 

man, two outer and inner fathomless 

voids that demand exploration. So what 

happened? If one considers any defini-

tion of perfection, one can clearly de-

termine we are far from it especially 

these original people who have had 

more time to peruse it than all other 

races. How did an original people of 

the planet, striving for perfection at one 

time, possibly achieving it thousands of 

years ago, come to produce the linage 

that we see today or what they are 

now? More on this in our next issue! 

As John H. Clarke would say ―Egypt, 

A Nile Valley civilization, was already 

old before Europe was born.‖ Indeed, 

there are pyramids in the sands of Afri-

ca that today anthropologists have no 

idea how they were created and so per-

fectly aligned in construction as well as 

to constellations of certain stars. The 

implications found in black history are 

profound and although debated and in 

many cases hidden away from the 

masses of the entire population of the 

planet, the history of original people 

cries out to be learned and explored. 

This is more than acknowledging sci-

ence, art, music, government, poetry, 

medicine, philosophy and the majority 

of those things typically found in civili-

zation today can trace its origins back 

to a black Africa where these original 

people hail.  

There are theories of contacting ―off 

wor ld intel l igence‖  and even 

Editorial Continued…. 

Bean Soup Science. 
Your  resurrection process and 

application source.  

We will be on the web! 

 Soon! 

What is Bean Soup Science?  
The strategic assessment and logical theorizing of solutions that 
respond specifically to the plight of the Original People (black 
man and woman) on the planet Earth. Those that are first will 
be last, those that are last, will be first. Bean Soup Science 
makes the assumption that if this particularly race improves so-
cially, culturally, economically, and spirituality, technologically, 
then all other races will follow suit. All of humanity can continue 
toward its design and destined path. 



―We are the Collective. We are assigned to guide the 

so called conscious in their now futile effort to raise 

the mentally dead, deaf, dumb and  blind, what this 

world calls ―negro.‖ To nurture a renaissance of sci-

ence literacy back within the cultural norms of the 

Original Man of this planet, ultimately re-

connecting him back to the universal and cosmolog-

ical order of things; so they may open their third eye 

and continue the venture to the stars. We are the 

Collective.‖ 


